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The Argentine government is considering an appeal to international forums to pressure foreign
commercial fishing companies against rampant fishing off Argentina's south Atlantic Coast, which
officials say is rapidly depleting the zone's maritime resources. According to Foreign Minister
Guido Di Tella, the government strictly controls all fishing practices within the country's maritime
territory, which stretches 200 miles from the Argentine coast into the Atlantic. But beyond its
sea borders, foreign fishing crews indiscriminately exploit the region's rich maritime resources,
thus endangering many sea species. Di Tella says hundreds of fishing boats cruise just outside
the country's maritime borders every day, deliberately floating far enough outside Argentine
territory to avoid state sanctions, but close enough to catch schools of fish as they swim in and out of
Argentine boundaries. To crack down, Argentina is considering an appeal to international forums to
permit Argentina to exercise control over different migrant species of fish, so that Argentina could
legally impose quotas on fishing crews through species control, rather than maritime rights. In the
meantime, the government is strictly enforcing regulations over all unauthorized fishing within
its territory, with government patrols constantly cruising the country's sea borders all along the
coast. In one incident, for example, the government appealed to the Supreme Court to convict a
South Korean fisher accused of fishing just 1.6 miles within Argentina's borders. A lower court had
dismissed the case since the boat had only briefly floated to within 198.4 miles of the Argentine
coast, but the government appealed to the Supreme Court to overturn the ruling to set an example
to other foreign fishing crews. (Sources: Spanish news service EFE, 04/14/93; Agence France- Presse,
04/15/93)
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